Central Institute of Indian Languages  
(Ministry of Human Resource Development)  
Department of Higher Education, Government of India,  
Manasagangothri, Hunsur road, MYSORE - 570006

PROJECT STAFF REQUIREMENT FOR CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR STUDIES IN CLASSICAL TELUGU

The Centre of Excellence for studies in Classical Telugu (CESCT), a Government of India initiative following awarding of the Classical Status to Telugu, requires following positions on “CONTRACTUAL BASIS”

The CESCT will work on various Schemes and activities identified by the Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore which includes research, documentation, propagation and teaching of Classical Telugu. It will also coordinate such work undertaken by the individuals, institutions in the States/UTs of India and abroad and provide linkages to studies in other classical languages in the world.

NOTIFICATION- Walk -in Interview

Applications are invited from the eligible candidates for Lower Division Clerk – 2 Numbers in Centre of Excellence for Studies in Classical Telugu, a project under Central Institute of Indian Languages for its Centre at Nellore – Andhra Pradesh.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No.</th>
<th>Name of the Post</th>
<th>No of Posts</th>
<th>Monthly remuneration (Consolidated) Rs.</th>
<th>Age Limit years</th>
<th>Educational &amp; Essential qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1     | Lower Division Clerk      | 02          | 21,200/-                               | Not Exceeding 40 years | 1) Any degree from a recognized university.  
2) 5 years of experience in Accounts / establishment as Lower division clerk / assistant.  
3) Proficiency in English & Telugu typing on computer.  
4) Hands on experience of working in computer packages such as MS word, Excel, Spread sheet etc. |
03. Institute reserves the right to accept or reject the application/s and decision of the Institute is final.

04. Institute reserves the right to increase / decrease number of posts / relax in the ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA in case of exceptionally deserving candidates.

05. Those who are in service must forward their applications through their employer and may send an advance copy so as to reach the undersigned within the due date.

06. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview.

07. The application form can be downloaded from the CIIL website (www.cil.org)

08. Envelope should be super scribed for the post applied for as "Application for the post of ____________________________

08. The decision of the Competent Authority will be final in any matter relating to the selection or otherwise of a candidate.

**Place of Work:** NELLORE – ANDHRA PRADESH

**Venue & place and date of Interview for selection of all above positions:**
Centre of Excellence for Studies in Classical Telugu
DEENDAYAL UPADHYAYA ANTHYODAYA BHAVAN
SWARNA BHARAT TRUST
On N.H.16, Yerragunta
Venkatachala Mandal
SPSR Nellore – 524320
Andhra Pradesh

Date of Walk-in- Interview: 09-01-2020

TIME: Reporting time: 9.00 a.m.
(All the applicants are requested to submit one set of application along with the enclosures at the time of reporting for Interview).